This paper presents a new wide-ranging correlation for the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane based on critically evaluated experimental data. The correlation is designed to be used with a recently developed equation of state, and it is valid from the triple point up to 700 K and pressures up to 50 MPa. We estimate the uncertainty at a 95% confidence level to be 4% over the aforementioned range, with the exception of the dilute-gas range where the uncertainty is 2.7% over the temperature range 583-654 K. The correlation behaves in a physically reasonable manner when extrapolated to the full range of the equation of state, but the uncertainties are larger outside of the validated range, and also in the critical region. Published by AIP Publishing on behalf of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. https://doi
Introduction
In a series of recent papers, new reference correlations for the thermal conductivity of normal-and parahydrogen, 1 water, 2 sulfur hexafluoride, 3 carbon dioxide, 4 toluene, 5 benzene, 6 n-pentane and isopentane, 7 n-hexane, 8 cyclopentane, 7 cyclohexane, 9 n-heptane, 10 methanol, 11 ethanol, 12 ethene and propene, 13 ortho-xylene, meta-xylene, para-xylene, and ethylbenzene, 14 and n-undecane 15 were reported. The work was also extended to refrigerants; thus, reference correlations for the thermal conductivity of R245fa 16 and R161 17 were reported. In this paper, the methodology adopted in the aforementioned papers is extended to developing a new reference correlation for the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane.
The goal of this work is to critically assess the available literature data and provide a wide-ranging correlation for the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane that is valid over gas, liquid, and supercritical states and that incorporates densities provided by the new Helmholtz equation of state of Romeo and Lemmon. 18 The analysis that will be described will be applied to the best available experimental data for the thermal conductivity. Thus, a prerequisite to the analysis is a critical assessment of the experimental data. For this purpose, two categories of experimental data are defined: primary data, employed in the development of the correlation, and secondary data, used simply for purposes of comparison. According to the recommendation adopted by the Subcommittee on Transport Properties (now known as the International Association for Transport Properties) of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, the primary data are identified by a well-established set of criteria. 19 These criteria have been successfully employed to establish standard reference values for the viscosity and thermal conductivity of fluids over wide ranges of conditions, with uncertainties in the range of 1%. However, in many cases, such a narrow definition unacceptably limits the range of the data representation. Consequently, within the primary data set, it is also necessary to include results that extend over a wide range of conditions, albeit with a poorer accuracy, provided they are consistent with other more accurate data or with theory. In all cases, the accuracy claimed for the final recommended data must reflect the estimated uncertainty in the primary information.
The Correlation
The thermal conductivity l can be expressed as the sum of three independent contributions, as lðr; TÞ 5 l o ðTÞ 1 Dlðr; TÞ 1 Dl c ðr; TÞ;
where r is the density, T is the temperature, and the first term, l o (T) 5 l(0,T), is the contribution to the thermal conductivity in the dilute-gas limit, where only two-body molecular interactions occur. The final term, Dl c (r,T), the critical enhancement, arises from the long-range density fluctuations that occur in a fluid near its critical point, which contribute to divergence of the thermal conductivity at the critical point. The term Dl(r,T), the residual property, represents the contribution of all other effects to the thermal conductivity of the fluid at elevated densities. Table 1 summarizes, to the best of our knowledge, the experimental measurements [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] of the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane reported in the literature. The measurements of Assael et al. 22 and Wada et al. 23 were performed in absolute transient hot-wire instruments employing a complete theoretical model, that operated with uncertainties of 0.5% and 1%, respectively. Furthermore, measurements from the two groups have already been successfully employed in previous correlations as primary data (Wada et al. 23 in Refs. 5, 10, and 15, and Assael et al. 22 in Refs. 1, 5-8, 10-12, and 14). Hence, these two sets were considered as primary data. Mukhamedzyanov 24 and Mukhamedzyanov et al. 28 also employed a transient hot-wire instrument with an uncertainty of 1.5% and 1%, respectively. Those sets of measurements were also considered as primary data, as measurements from this group have already been successfully employed in previous correlations and provide an additional source of high-temperature vapor-phase data. [6] [7] [8] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Also in the primary data set, the measurements of Vélez et al., 21 performed in a transient hotwire instrument with the slightly inferior uncertainty of 2%, were included. The vapor-phase measurements of Tarzimanov and Mashirov, 27 performed in a hot-wire instrument, were also included in the primary data set, as they have also been employed in previous reference correlations. 6, [11] [12] [13] 15 Tarzimanov and Mashirov 27 observed decomposition of n-hexadecane at temperatures above 675 K, and thus measurements from 660 K and higher were disregarded and not included in the primary data set. Additionally, the seven liquid-phase measurements of Tarzimanov et al. 31 were not included in the primary data set, as they are inexplicably lower by up to 15% than all other measurements. The measurements of Feja and Hanzelmann 20 were performed in a concentric-cylinder instrument with a 3% uncertainty, and were included in the primary data set, as a full description of the instrument and the calibration procedures was given. Finally, a double calorimeter was employed by Mustafaev 25, 26 for measurements in the vapor and liquid phases with an uncertainty of 2%. As measurements from this investigator have previously been employed in other reference correlations, 14, 15 these sets were also considered as primary data. The remaining sets were considered as secondary.
We also note that the hot-wire measurements of Bogatov et al., 36 performed up to 49 MPa with an uncertainty of 2%, were not included in the primary data set as at 0.1 MPa they deviate by up to 15% from all other measurements, probably attributed to an improper calibration of the instrument. Figures 1 and 2 show the range of the primary measurements outlined in Table 1 , along with the saturation curve. The development of the correlation requires densities; Romeo and Lemmon 18 developed an accurate, wide-ranging Helmholtz-energy equation of state that is valid from the triple point up to 800 K and 50 MPa, with an uncertainty in saturated liquid density of up to 0.1% in the temperature range 273-490 K, 0.1% in all other densities between 318 and 373 K, and pressures up to 28 MPa; and heat capacities 0.3%-0.5% in the temperature range 298-373 K. We also adopt the values for the critical point from their equation of state; the critical temperature, T c , and the critical density, r c , are 722.1 K and 226.441 kg m 23 , respectively, 18 while the triplepoint temperature is 291.329 K. 18 
The dilute-gas limit
In order to be able to extrapolate the temperature range of the measurements, a theoretically-based scheme was used to correlate the dilute-gas limit thermal conductivity, l o (T), over a wide temperature range. The traditional kinetic approach for thermal conductivity results in an expression involving three generalized cross sections. 38, 39 However, it is possible to derive an equivalent kinetic theory expression for the thermal conductivity by making use of the approach of Thijsse et al. 40 and Millat et al., 41 where one considers an expansion in terms of total energy, rather than separating translational from internal energy as is done traditionally. In this case, the dilute-gas limit thermal conductivity, l o (T) (mW m 21 K 21 ), of a polyatomic gas can be shown to be inversely proportional to a single generalized cross section, 38-41 S(10E) (nm 2 ), as
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T (K) is the absolute temperature, f l (2) is the dimensionless higher-order correction factor, m (kg) is the molecular mass of n-hexadecane, and hni o 5 4 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi k B T=pm p (m/s) is the average relative thermal speed. The dimensionless quantity r 2 is defined by r [42] [43] [44] confirm that, for most molecules studied, the higher-order thermalconductivity correction factor is near unity. One can take advantage of this finding to define the effective generalized cross section S l (5S(10E)/f l ) (nm 2 ), and rewrite Eq. (2) for the dilute-gas limit thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane, l o (T) (mW m
The ideal-gas isobaric heat capacity per molecule,
, can be obtained from Romeo and Lemmon 18 as
where the values of the coefficients of Eq. (4) It has been previously noted, 41 and recently confirmed 39 for smaller molecules, that the cross section S(10E) exhibits a nearly linear dependence on the inverse temperature. Hence, in order to develop the correlation, we have fitted the effective cross section S l (nm 2 ), obtained from the only two low-density primary data sets 26, 27 shown in Table 1 by means of Eqs. (3) and (4), as a function of the inverse temperature, as:
We note here that since Tarzimanov and Mashirov 27 observed decomposition of n-hexadecane at 675 K, temperatures above 660 K of both these vapor data sets were not included. Equations (3)- (5) form a consistent set of equations for the calculation of the dilute-gas limit thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane.
The values of the dilute-gas limit thermal conductivity, l 0 (T) in mW m 21 K
21
, obtained by the scheme of Eqs. (3)- (5) 
Values calculated by Eq. (6) do not deviate from the values calculated by the scheme of Eqs. (3)-(5) by more than 0.03% over the temperature range from 292 to 1000 K, the range of validity of Eq. (6). Equation (6) is hence employed in the calculations that will follow. Figure 3 shows the dilute-gas limit thermal conductivity of the selected investigators, and the values calculated by Eq. (6), as a function of the temperature. In Fig. 4 , percentage deviations of the dilute-gas limit thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane from Eq. (6) are shown. In the same figure, values quoted in the books by Vargaftik et al. 45 and Yaws 46 are also shown. Furthermore, values calculated from the viscosity data of Lyusternik and Zdanov, 47 through a modified Eucken equation, 5 are also shown. They all agree with the present correlation within their mutual uncertainties. Based on these measurements, the uncertainty of the correlation, at the 95% confidence level over the temperature range 583-654 K, is 2.7%. The correlation behaves in a physically reasonable manner over the entire range from the triple point to the highest temperature of the experimental data, 654 K; however, we anticipate the uncertainty may be larger in the areas where data are not available and the correlation is extrapolated.
The residual term
The thermal conductivity of pure fluids exhibits an enhancement over a large range of densities and temperatures around the critical point and becomes infinite at the critical point. This behavior can be described by models that produce a smooth crossover from the singular behavior of the thermal conductivity asymptotically close to the critical point to the residual values far away from the critical point. [48] [49] [50] The density-dependent terms for thermal conductivity can be grouped according to Eq. (1) as [Dl(r,T) 1 Dl c (r,T)]. To assess the critical enhancement theoretically, we need to evaluate, in addition to the dilute-gas thermal conductivity, the residual thermal-conductivity contribution. The procedure adopted during this analysis used ODRPACK (Ref. 51 ) to fit all primary data simultaneously to the residual thermal conductivity and the critical enhancement, while maintaining the values of the dilute-gas thermal-conductivity data already obtained. The density values employed were obtained by the equation of state of Romeo and Lemmon. 18 The primary data were weighted in inverse proportion to the square of their uncertainty.
The residual thermal conductivity was represented with a polynomial in temperature and density Dlðr; TÞ 5 å
Coefficients B 1,i and B 2,i are shown in Table 2 .
The critical enhancement term
The theoretically based crossover model proposed by Olchowy and Sengers [48] [49] [50] is complex and requires solution of a quartic system of equations in terms of complex variables. A simplified crossover model has also been proposed by Olchowy and Sengers. 52 The critical enhancement of the thermal conductivity from this simplified model is given by
and
In Eqs. (8)- (10) As already mentioned, the coefficients B 1,i and B 2,i in Eq. (7) were fitted with ODRPACK (Ref. 51 ) to the primary data for the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane. This crossover model requires the universal amplitude, R D 5 1.02 (2), the universal critical exponents, n 5 0.63 and g 5 1.239, and the system-dependent amplitudes G and j 0 . For this work, we adopted the values G 5 0.063 (2) and j 0 5 0.291 3 10 29 m, using the universal representation of the critical enhancement of the thermal conductivity by Perkins et al. 53 When there are sufficient experimental data available in the critical region, the remaining parameter q 21 D may be found by regression. In this case, there are no critical-region data available, so we instead use the method of Perkins et al. 53 to estimate the effective cutoff wavelength q 
54
The reference temperature T ref , far above the critical temperature where the critical enhancement is negligible, was calculated by T ref 5 (3/2)T c , 55 which for n-hexadecane is 1083.2 K. Table 3 summarizes comparisons of the primary data with the correlation. The average absolute percent deviation of the fit is 1.7%, and its bias is 20.47%. We estimate the uncertainty in thermal conductivity at a 95% confidence level to be 4% for the liquid phase over the temperature range 290-700 K at pressures up to 50 MPa. Figure 5 shows the percentage deviations of all primary thermal conductivity data from the values calculated by Eqs.
(1) and (6)- (11), as a function of temperature, while Figs. 6 and 7 show the same deviations but as a function of the pressure and the density. Table 4 shows the average absolute percent deviation (AAD) and the bias for the secondary data. Figure 8 shows a plot of the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane as a function of the temperature for different pressures. The plot demonstrates the smooth extrapolation behavior at conditions outside of the range of experimental data (above 700 K and 50 MPa). Finally, Fig. 9 shows the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane as a function of the 
Recommended Values
In Table 5 , thermal conductivity values are given along the saturated liquid line, calculated from the present proposed correlation between 300 and 700 K, while in Table 6 thermal conductivity values are given for temperatures between 350 and 700 K at selected pressures. Saturation pressure and saturation density values for selected temperatures, as well as the density values for the selected temperature and pressure, are obtained from the equation of state of Romeo and Lemmon. 18 
Conclusions
A new wide-ranging correlation for the thermal conductivity of n-hexadecane was developed based on critically evaluated experimental data. The correlation is expressed in terms of temperature and density and is designed to be used with the equation of state of Romeo and Lemmon. 18 The estimated uncertainty at the 95% confidence level is estimated to be 4% from the triple point to 700 K and up to 50 MPa, with the exception of the dilute-gas range where the uncertainty is 2.7% over the temperature range 583-654 K. The correlation behaves in a physically reasonable manner when extrapolated to the full range of the equation of state (to 800 K and 50 MPa), but the uncertainties are larger outside of the validated range, and also in the critical region. 
